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Codringtonl says of the Melanesian mana concept: " The
Melanesian mind is completely possessed by the belief in
a supernatural power, or influence which is almost universally
known as mana. By this power everything is effected that
transcends the ordinary power of man, and is outside the
usual natural processes; it invests persons and things, and
manifests itself in effects that could be ascribed to it alone.
It is a power or influence of a non-physical, that is to say,
of a supernatural nature, but it is manifested in physical
strength, or in some sort of power or quality possessed by
man. Mana is never fixed, and can be transferred to almost
anything; it is possessed only by spirits, whether disembodied
souls or supernatural beings, and by these it can be imparted.
It is actually produced by persons, although it acts through
the medium of water, of maybe through a stone, or a bone/1
This description shows clearly that in the case of mana,
as with the other concepts, one is dealing with an idea of
psychological energy which alone enables us to interpret
the remarkable fact of these primitive representations.
Obviously it is not supposed that the primitive would form
an abstract idea of energy, but without a doubt the intuition
of the primitive is the concretistic pre-stage of the abstract
idea of the energic relation of psychological values.
Other identical intuitions are given us in the tondi concept
of the Bataks2; in atua of the Maoris; in ani or han of
the Ponapes; in kasinge or kalit of the Pelews; in anut of
the Kusaie; in yaris of the Tobis, in ngai of the Masai, in
andnamanitra of the Malagassi, in njomm of the Ekoi, etc.3
Soderblom gives a complete survey of the field in his
magnificent book, Das Werden des Gottesglaubens.
1 Codrington, The Melancsians, 1891, p, 118. Seligman, in his
book (The Melanesians of British New Guinea, 1910, p. 446), so rich,
in valuable observations, speaks of banana, which belongs also to
the mana concept,	>
a Compare the extraordinarily illuminating work of Warnecke,
Lie Religion d& Batak.
» Talbot, In the Shadow of the Bush, p. 49, 1912.

